Autonomic Congratulates Four Home of the Year Award Winners
Dealers recognized by Electronic House Magazine for outstanding home installations
Armonk, NY. May 28, 2013—Autonomic, supplying the custom electronics industry with award-winning high
performance cloud-based media solutions, has announced that four Autonomic dealers are among the winners of
Electronic House Magazine’s 8th annual Home of the Year Awards. Each of the four Autonomic-equipped awardwinning installations featured a Mirage Media Server as part of the distributed audio solution.
The four Autonomic-authorized integrators
recognized for this prestigious award are:





Insight Home Solutions - Scottsdale, AZ
HiFi House Group - Broomall, PA
Smart Home Systems - Denver, Co.
Cantara - Costa Mesa, CA

As part of an Autonomic promotion, each
award-winning integrator whose system
featured a Mirage Audio product has been
rewarded with a free Mirage Media Server MMS-5A. “Autonomic is very fortunate to have an outstanding network
of dealers and we are pleased to acknowledge these award-winning installations by presenting each winner with a
Mirage Media Server MMS-5A,” commented Autonomic CEO Michael de Nigris.
The Autonomic Mirage Media Server MMS-5A provides users with cloud-based access to their entire music
collections and supports 24-bit/192kHz digital output. This means that the MMS-5A can be used as both a high
resolution playback device and a whole-house audio distribution system simultaneously. Engineered exclusively for
custom integrators, the MMS-5A can be used as part of a complete Mirage Audio System but also includes preprogrammed modules for integration with popular control systems. The MMS-5A streams Pandora, Rhapsody,
SiriusXM, Last.fm, Spotify and TuneIn alongside all popular audio formats at native quality. The Mirage Audio
System, a complete distributed audio solution from Autonomic, is composed of Autonomic’s acclaimed Mirage
Media Servers together with a choice of two digital amplifiers, two in-wall control options and applications for iOS
and Android devices that can be mixed and matched in any configuration depending on system requirements. All
Mirage Audio System components have been engineered to work seamlessly together and give Autonomic
integrators a flexible, high performance distributed audio package for installations of nearly any size.
Autonomic Controls, Inc. (www.autonomic-controls.com) introduced the world's first cloud-based media server, making audio and
video consumption more reliable, easy and fulfilling. Exclusively engineered for control system integration, Autonomic products
have become the standard for converging content for multi-room distribution from the most popular sources, such as iTunes,
Windows Media, Last.fm, PANDORA® internet radio, Rhapsody®, TuneIn Radio, SiriusXM Internet Radio and Spotify.

